SPECIALIST COATINGS

WATERPROOFING | STREETART | AESTHETIC ASPHALT

nmc-group.co.uk

Specialist Coatings Key
1. Surface Graphics
2. Resin Bound/Bonded
3. Anti-slip Coating
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4. Creative Paving - Asphalt
5. MicroSeal
6. Creative Paving - Thermo
7. Resin
8. Colour Surfacing
9. Mastic Asphalt
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SPECIALIST COATINGS
PROVIDE INNOVATIVE AND
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS FOR
WATERPROOFING DECKED CAR
PARKS AND AESTHETICALLY
ENHANCING YOUR PROPERTY.

WE OFFER
WATERPROOFING

STREETART

AESTHETIC ASPHALT

Through a combination of quality materials, car park design, vibrant
colour library and specialist solutions, NMC can help create a safe and
efficient car parking environment. Our surfacing and protection systems
maintain their appearance over time, helping to improve safety and
navigation for all users.
As Outside Experts our services spread further than surfacing, NMC also offer civil engineering,
drainage, line marking, waterproofing and surveying services. Our range of in-house skills means
that we can deliver a complete car park refurbishment, construction and maintenance service.
Our clients trust NMC because of our outside expertise, our specialist knowledge, flexible
approach and experience to deliver projects throughout the UK.
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Open to the weathers,
top deck car parks require
a reliable and robust
waterproofing solution
with anti-slip properties
providing protection
and clear markings and
demarcation.
Our top deck waterproofing system for car
parks have been tested in accordance with
European Standards BS EN 1504-2.
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WATERPROOFING
OUTSIDE EXPERTISE | 0800 230 0215

RESIN

MASTIC

PERFORMANCE

RESIN

Our resin waterproofing, surfacing and protection systems
preserve their appearances over time and maintain skid
resistance, improving safety and navigation.

The core objective of a waterproofing system
is to seal and make watertight the top deck of
a Multi Storey Car Park or service deck area.
Resin systems create the additional flexibility to
add a variety of colour and brand to existing areas.

Suitable for a wide range of applications including pedestrian
walkways, car parks, HGV service decks and access ramps.

Improved Surface Safety

With over 1,000 colours available, design
opportunities are endless, creating an aesthetically
pleasing environment and enhancing the safety
elements of your site. Resin systems can
be installed with multiple colours ideal
for demarcation such as walkways,
disabled bays and parent and child,
these solutions can also include
an anti-slip feature.
Multiple Colour Options

Resin systems are compatible with
virtually all substrates, including
asphalt, concrete and steel, the
robust proven solution that can
withstand the most challenging of
trafficked environments.

YEARS

The resin waterproofing
system can be applied
quickly and is ready
for use within hours of
application and holds
service life of 10+ years.

Substrates Compatibility
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MASTIC ASPHALT

Our Mastic Asphalt system
have a 20-year service life
and feature an enhanced low
temperature flexibility ensuring
a resistance to cracking, as well
as a high temperature stability
to minimise deformation.

Provides a waterproofing asphalt surface solution.
The completely seamless, Mastic Asphalt waterproofing
system uses advanced polymer technology resulting in the
perfect combination for long-term durability, enhanced fatigue
resistance and ease of installation.
Due to its robustness, the coarse aggregate can be laid
to suit existing thicknesses and/or type of traffic.
Proven to withstand continuous vehicle traffic,
the system also features a high standard
skid resistance.
Long-term Durability

Suitable For High Traffic
Applications Areas
Suitable for a wide range of applications
including pedestrian walkways, car parks,
HGV service decks and access ramps.
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OUTSIDE EXPERTISE |

20-Year Service Life System

This system is easily recyclable
and environmentally nonpolluting with a Zero Carbon
Initiative.

STREET

StreetArt enhances the aesthetic appeal
of your surface with decorative printed
surface graphics or imprinted patterns.
From company logos and creative
designs to imprinted block paving
patterns into asphalt these solutions
can brighten all environments.

BRANDING
CAPABILITIES

CREATIVE
DESIGN

BLOCK
PATTERNS
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SURFACE GRAPHICS
Create bespoke graphics, symbols, numbers,
letters, logos or images that are printed and
applied to any surface.
Compatible with virtually all substrates, including asphalt and concrete, this
non-toxic system benefits from a speedy installation and a rapid drying solution
with excellent adhesion, durability and colour stability, the system is traffic ready
after 10 minutes.
The design opportunities are endless, our preformed markings are perfect for a
variety of applications. From cost-effective road marking schemes and lining,
complete car park markings, corporate branding including logos and complete
surface graphics to school playground games, educational markings and public
recreational areas.
All markings are cut off-site using a precision
cut, high pressure water technology,
ensuring no wasted material and a fast
installation on-site.
Our graphics are tough and durable
with a resistance to discolouration.

RAPID
DRYING
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OUTSIDE EXPERTISE |

BRANDING
CAPABILITIES

TOUGH &
DURABLE
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CREATIVE PAVING
Recreate the aesthetics of block paving patterns in
traditional asphalt, including an extensive range of
patterns and colours.
Asphalt is stamped with decorative templates to create a range of paving
patterns. From traditional patterns such as brick and herringbone to a more
decorative British cobble and freestyle patterns.
Creative Paving is a cost-effective decorative asphalt to enhance the
aesthetic look of your external environment, eliminating damage and safety
concerns associated with traditional paving such as grass growth, broken
and loose slabs causing tripping hazards and maintenance requirements.
This system eliminates dust and noise during installation, as there is no
requirement for cutting blocks and slabs on site.
Allows a new Terracotta
surface
to blend into
the
surroundingBedrock
environment
Brickstone
Terracotta
Brickstone
Bedrock
and produce realistic alternatives to traditional block, slate and
Terracotta
Brickstone
stone effects by texturing new and existing surfaces.
Terracotta

POPULAR COLOUR* OPTIONS
Bedrock
Brickstone
Brickstone

Terracotta

Terracotta
Terracotta
Terracotta

Granite

Slate Slate
Bedrock
Bedrock

Brickstone

Brickstone
Brickstone
Brickstone

Charcoral
Charcoral

Sierra
Sierra
Sierra

Granite
Granite
Granite

Slate
SlateSlate

Sierra
Sierra
Sierra

Forest
Forest Green
Green
GelbGelb

Safety
Safety
Blue
Safety Blue
Blue
Forest
Green
Forest
Green

*Additional colours are available.

Charcoral
Charcoral
Charcoral

Gelb
GelbGelb

Sierra Sierra
Slate
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock

Gelb

Gelb

Charcoral
Charcoral
Granite
Granite
Granite

White
White
White
Safety Blue
Forest
Forest
Green
Forest
Green
Green

Brickstone

Bedrock

GraniteGranite
Sierra

Bedrock

Bedrock

Slate

Slate

Granite
Sierra

Granite

Forest Green
Forest Green

Gelb
Gelb
Charcoral

Forest Green
Gelb

Forest Green

CREATIVE PAVING DECORATIVE
PATTERNS AVAILABLE

RedRed
Signal
Signal Red
White

Signal Red

Safety Blue

White

LOW
MAINTENANCE

DECORATIVE
TEMPLATES

COLOUR
COATINGS

SURFACING |Signal
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Creative paving is an imprinted surfacing system,
a cost effective decorative anti-slip surface that is
designed to recreate the appearance of traditional
brick setts, cobbles, paving or flags, without the
associated maintenance costs.
Recreate the aesthetic appearance of block paving
patterns in an extensive range of colours and
patterns.
The surface is stamped with decorative nets to
create a range of paving patterns. From brick and
herringbone to British cobble and freestyle patterns.
Creative Paving is a cost-effective decorative asphalt
to enhance the aesthetic look of your external
environment, eliminating damage and safety
concerns associated with traditional paving such
as grass growth, broken and loose slabs causing
tripping hazards and maintenance requirements.

CREATIVE PAVING
– THERMO
A coloured resin surface that can be printed with a variety of patterns.
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OUTSIDE EXPERTISE | 0800 230 0215

ANTI-SLIP
SYSTEM

AESTHETIC
APPEARANCE

COLOURED
THERMO

AESTHETIC ASPHALT

Transform tired and worn surfaces
simply with this attractive
range of surfacing and colour
coating systems suitable to any
environment.
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RESIN BOUND
A resin and aggregate
encapsulated surface course.
Offering a wide variety of bespoke
designs.
There is an increasing demand to create car parks
that are cost-effective, decorative and safer
for users. Improving the long-term appearance
of highly trafficked areas can be achieved, by
providing a UV stable, durable and permeable
resin bound surface.
This low maintenance solution provides a porous
system, versatile in application and attractive in
appearance. The Resin Bound systems are also
available in 1000’s of decorative colours.

Resin Bound
(Trowelled)
Porous Binder
Course Asphalt

SUB BASE
HIGH TRAFFIC
AREAS
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BESPOKE
DESIGNS

OUTSIDE EXPERTISE | 0800 230 0215

POROUS
SYSTEM

Top Surface:
15-18mm thick ‘bound’
mixture of stone and resin

RESIN BONDED
Can transform tired and worn surfaces
simply with this attractive solution in the
most demanding of circumstances
Resin Bonded systems are a aggregate surface broadcast onto
a resin base to create a textured decorative surface.
A low maintenance solution provides an aesthetically pleasing
result. This system is durable against weathering, unlike
loose gravel surfacing, the resin bonded paving doesn’t lose
particles of stone or get washed away during wet weather and
can withstand heavy trafficked areas
The Resin Bonded systems are also available in 1000’s of
decorative colours.

Resin Bonded (Scattercoat)
Fine Wearing
Course Asphalt
Base course Asphalt
SUB BASE
Top Surface:
3mm layer of single stones
‘bounded’ to resin

TEXTURED
SURFACE

LOW
MAINTENANCE

HARD
WEARING
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ANTI-SLIP COATINGS
A clearly marked car park with a anti-skid surface
is crucial to ensuring the safety of the structure
and its users.
A variety of coatings offering a high resistance to slippages, available in a range
of vibrant and UV stable colour coatings.
With enhanced anti-slip properties this system is ideal where there is a
need for added protection against slippage.
The system is solar reflective and UV stable ensuring the vibrant
colour remains long lasting, this system can be used for pedestrian
walkways and cycle paths.

SOLAR
REFLECTIVE
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OUTSIDE EXPERTISE | 0800 230 0215 | nmcsurfacing.co.uk

ANTI-SLIP
PROPERTIES

HARD
WEARING

COLOURED
SURFACING
A variety of vibrant coloured
surfacing’s coatings that can
be installed across a multitude
of different application for
multiple purposes.
The system is solar reflective and UV
stable ensuring the vibrant colour remains
long lasting, this system is often used for
demarcating and defining pedestrian walkways
and cycle paths or for decorative use within
educational facilities.

SOLAR
REFLECTIVE

VIBRANT
COATINGS

MULTIPLE
APPLICATIONS
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MICROSEAL
MICROSEAL
ASPHALT

Every surface is subject to the wear
and tear caused by time, weather,
and traffic.
MicroSeal offers a cost-effective, quick to install solution
to repairing surface defects and/or refreshing and sealing
existing surfaces.
MicroSeal is versatile and unique in its ability to deposit
a durable bituminous mixture in accordance with the
demands of a variably textured surface – filling cracks
and voids, sealing weather-tight, and providing colour
and texture effects from a single coat.
The appeal of MicroSeal is in it’s easy, swift application
of a new overlay for transforming walkways, busy
thoroughfares and parking lots. The new surface is ready
for use just hours after application.

COST
EFFECTIVE
SOLUTION
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UNIQUE
WEATHER
SEAL

QUICK
SURFACE
APPLICATION

PRESERVATIVES

Prolongs the life of the
surface treated

Seal, refresh and prolong the life of
existing asphalt.

Can be retreated every
5 to 7 years to increase
efficiency

Used as part of a
preventative maintenance
programme delivering
substantial whole life
cost savings

Rapidly applied with
minimal disruption

Can save significant
carbon tonnage when
compared to conventional
methods

nmc-group.co.uk

Our experienced team are always on hand

0800 230 0215
www.nmc-group.co.uk

OUR CAPABILITIES
SURFACING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DRAINAGE
LINE MARKING
SPECIALIST COATINGS
SURVEYING

NATIONAL SERVICE DELIVERED
WITH A LOCAL TOUCH
SCOTLAND
Stuart House
Musselbrugh
EH21 7PQ
DONCASTER
3 Ebor Court
Doncaster
DN6 7FE
STEVENAGE
11 Gateway 1000
Stevenage
SG1 2FP

NMC STAY CONNECTED

